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1. You create a new product change case for an item.
   You need to add associations to the product change case.
   Which types of associations can you add to the product change case?
   A. Only bills of materials (BOMs) and routes
   B. All association types
   C. Only bills of materials (BOMs) and formulas
   D. Only formulas and items
   Answer: B
   Explanation: A new type of case became available in Ax 2012 R2 CU7. The Product change case
   /Product change case for the product
   /Product change case for the released product
   /Product change case for the BOM
   /Product change case for the BOM-line
   /Product change case for the Routing
   /Product change case for the routing operation
   *What can I associate with a product change case?
   You can assign all of the entities that case management is designed for. However, product change cases are intended for use with the following entities:
   Products and released products
   Formulas
   Routes

2. You run the picking workbench process and receive several warning messages for items that were not picked.
   You need to identify what prevents the items from being picked.
   Which two possible reasons should you identify? Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
   A. There are no warehouse workers to complete the picking work.
   B. The location of the items could not be ascertained.
   C. The sales order is marked as ship complete and one or more items on the sales order are unavailable.
   D. The items could not be reserved due to a lack of on-hand inventory.
   Answer: B,D
   Explanation: Troubleshoot picking lists
   If items on a sales order line are not added to a picking list, it could be due to the following reasons:
   *The item could not be reserved because there is no inventory available.
   *The item’s model group allows for negative inventory, however, negative quantities cannot be reserved.
   *The item already appears on another picking list, which means that an output order exists for the item.

3. You have a bill of materials (BOM) item that has several components.
   You specify the measurements of a BOM component.
   You need to identify when the measurements of a BOM component are calculated.
   What are two possible events that will cause the measurements to be calculated?
   Each correct answer presents a complete solution.
   A. When a cost group is added to the costing sheet
   B. When a cost estimation is run in the production order
   C. When a calculation group is linked to the item of a BOM component
D. When a calculation is run on the BOM line

Answer: C,D

4. A customer is placing an order for an item that is in stock. The customer requires that the order be delivered within two weeks.

You need to identify the minimum amount of time required for the order to be delivered to the customer.

What should you do from the Sales order form?

A. View the Confirmed receipt date.
B. View the Confirmed delivery date.
C. Click Simulate delivery dates
D. From the purchase order, view the Requested receipt date

Answer: C

Explanation: To review the available receipt and ship dates and transfer them to the order again, click Simulate delivery dates and revise the dates. The Available ship and receipt dates form is displayed. In the Available ship and receipt dates form, select the date that matches your requirements, and then click Update requested ship date.

Incorrect:

Not A:Confirmed receipt date – The confirmed receipt date when you will be able to meet the customer's requested receipt date.
not D:Requested receipt date – The requested receipt date when the customer wants to receive the goods.

5. You need to report a bill of materials (BOM) as finished.

Which three settings should you specify before you report the BOM as finished? Each correct answer presents part of the solution.

A. Subcomponents
B. BOM number
C. Date
D. Quantity
E. Storage dimensions

Answer: B,C,D

Explanation: A bill of material (BOM) can be reported as finished when no further changes are necessary and when you want to post the inventory transactions. At a minimum, enter information in the following fields:

BOM number
Date Quantity
Item number
Any applicable
Configuration

6. You add a new prospect.

You send the prospect a sales quotation that contains 100 items.

The prospect agrees to all of the terms in the sales quotation.

You need to create a sales order and complete the sale.

What should you do?

A. Convert the prospect to a customer, and then confirm the sales quotation.
B. Cancel the sales quotation, and then enter a new sales order.
C. Confirm the sales quotation, and then enter a new sales order.
D. Confirm the sales quotation, convert the prospect to a customer, and then enter a new sales order.

Answer: D
7. When adding a component line to a bill of materials (BOM), you discover that the Resource consumption check box is cleared and a warehouse is not specified. Which warehouse will be used for the component line?

A. The picking warehouse from the item master data of the component product
B. The shipping warehouse from the item master data of the finished good
C. The shipping warehouse from the item master data of the component product
D. The picking warehouse from the item master data of the finished good

Answer: A

Explanation: *Resource consumption check box

If this check box is selected, material consumption is assigned for the BOM line to the operations resource. The operations resource refers to a production unit, which defines a picking warehouse.

If this check box is cleared, you can enter the picking warehouse in the Warehouse field on the line.

If you do not enter a value in the Warehouse field on the line, Microsoft Dynamics AX uses the picking warehouse from the item master data.

Reference:BOM versions and lines (form) [AX 2012]

8. You need to ensure that a sales order picking list is generated before a sales order packing slip is generated. Which form should you use to perform the configuration?

A. Item model group
B. Item group
C. Sites
D. Inventory locations

Answer: A

Explanation: *Item model groups (form) [AX 2012] Use this form to create and maintain item model groups. These groups contain settings that determine how items are controlled and handled on item receipts and issues. The settings also determine how the consumption of an item or items is calculated. A single model group can be associated with many items. Therefore, maintenance is easier, because you can control many items by using the same setup.

* Settings include:

>Picking requirements:Select this check box to indicate that item issues must be picked before inventory is physically updated. The status of the inventory transactions for the item issue must be Picked before the packing slip is updated.

Incorrect:
not B:Item group (form) [AX 2012]

Use this form to manage inventory by dividing inventory items into groups based on item characteristics. You can also set up ledger account numbers for the automatic ledger transactions generated for item group receipt and issue transactions in inventory.

Not C:Sites (form) [AX 2012]

Use this form to create one or more sites.

Not D:Inventory locations (form) [AX 2012]

Use this form to manage inventory locations in a warehouse. You can identify an item's location by the aisle, rack, shelf, and bin coordinates.
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